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NEW QUESTION: 1
During maintenance, a dataload job or a stagingprop job is
completed with exit code 0 (zero). What does this indicate and
which resolution action needs to occur?
A. Exit code 0 indicates that there is something wrong with the
command line parameter, which needs to be corrected
B. Exit code 0 indicates that WebSphere Commerce is unable to
determine the actual error, and so the jobs should be re-run in
debug mode to determine the original issue
C. Exit code 0 indicates that either the database is down or
database connectivity is not achieved by a dataload job or a

stagingprop job, which needs to be corrected before rerunning
the jobs
D. Exit code 0 indicates a normal exit and no further actions
are required
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
For the Swift project in FusionSphere OpenStack, which of the
following are its features? (Multiple choice)
A. Data synchronization and access across multiple sites
B. Large scale linear expansion
C. Stateless access control node, handling massive user
requests
D. High cost
Answer: A,B,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following is a routed protocol that functions at
layer 3 of the OSI model?
A. ADSL
B. IP
C. Frame relay
D. PPP
Answer: B
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